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Trọn bộ câu hỏi trắc nghiệm Tiếng Anh 6 Unit 11: Our greener world có đáp 

án. Cung cấp tài liệu tham khảo miễn phí và hữu ích dành cho các em học sinh, 

quý thầy cô giáo, chuẩn bị tốt cho các kì thi quan trọng sắp tới. 

Bộ 60 câu hỏi trắc nghiệm Tiếng Anh 6 Unit 11: Our greener world 

Mời các bạn theo dõi chi tiết tại đây: 

1.1. Bài tập trắc nghiệm Unit 11: Phonetics and Speaking 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D the word that has the underlined part different from 

others. 

Question 1: 

A. fasten 

B. daddy 

C. backpack 

D. water 

Question 2: 

A. reuse 

B. refill 

C. recycle 

D. level 

Question 3: 

A. energy 

B. president 

C. electricity 

D. decorate 

Question 4: 

A. invite 

B. refillable 

C. environment 
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D. bin 

Question 5: 

A. deforest 

B. pollution 

C. decorate 

D. polite 

Question 6: 

A. polluted 

B. uniform 

C. reduce 

D. reuse 

Question 7: 

A. survey 

B. surfing 

C. thursday 

D. student 

Question 8: 

A. charity 

B. natural 

C. classmate 

D. exchange 

Question 9: 

A. effect 

B. pollution 

C. invite 

D. charity 
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Question 10: 

A. noise 

B. reuse 

C. house 

D. because 

Question 11: 

A. appear 

B. hear 

C. bear 

D. ear 

Question 12: 

A. wrap 

B. swap 

C. ask 

D. that 

Question 13: 

A. recycle 

B. happy 

C. study 

D. windy 

Question 14: 

A. what 

B. wrap 

C. when 

D. with 

Question 15: 
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A. energy 

B. environment 

C. deforestation 

D. exchange 

►► ĐÁP ÁN: 

1.D 2.D 3.B 4.C 5.A 6.A 7.D 8.D 9.B 10.C 11.C 12.B 13.A 14.B 15.A 

1.2. Bài tập trắc nghiệm Unit 11: Vocabulary and Grammar 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D to complete the sentences 

Question 1: If we continue to deforest, our earth ___________ polluted. 

A. be 

B. is 

C. will be 

D. was 

Question 2: Do you know what ___________ water pollution? 

A. caused 

B. causing 

C. to cause 

D. causes 

Question 3: We ___________ a survey to know more about recycling. 

A. make 

B. do 

C. have 

D. get 

Question 4: You should put rubbish in the recycling ___________. 

A. bin 

B. sea 
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C. soil 

D. air 

Question 5: Charities raise money for people who are ___________ need. 

A. in 

B. on 

C. at 

D. for 

Question 6: We will save the environment if we ___________ plastic. 

A. reuses 

B. reuse 

C. reusing 

D. reused 

Question 7: They are using leaves __________ food. 

A. wrap 

B. to wrap 

C. wrapping 

D. will wrap 

 

Question 8: We are trying to __________ the president to the party. 

A. pollute 

B. exchange 

C. invite 

D. cause 

Question 9: Why don’t we __________ old school objects for candies? 

A. swap 

B. raise 
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C. wrap 

D. recycle 

Question 10: Water is used to generate __________. 

A. pollution 

B. electricity 

C. money 

D. deforestation 

Question 11: If students recycle and use recycled materials, they will save 

_________. 

A. energy 

B. food 

C. water 

D. soil 

Question 12: Let’s reduce the __________ of deforestation. 

A. environment 

B. polluted 

C. effect 

D. disappear 

Question 13: They use ________ plastic bottles to keep water. 

A. refillable 

B. natural 

C. polluting 

D. charitable 

Question 14: We can find noise pollution __________ most cities. 

A. of 

B. on 
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C. to 

D. in 

Question 15: If you turn _________ the lights when you don’t use it, you will save 

electricity. 

A. on 

B. off 

C. up 

D. down 

►► ĐÁP ÁN: 

1.C 2.D 3.B 4.A 5.A 6.B 7.B 8.C 9.A 10.B 11.A 12.C 13.A 14.D 15.B 

1.3. Bài tập trắc nghiệm Unit 11: Reading 

Read the passage below and decide whether the statements are TRUE or FALSE? 

Good morning, I’m Alex. And today I will talk about recycling. Recycling has a lot 

of advantages. Firstly, it saves the environment. Instead of cutting more trees to 

produce paper, we can use recycled papers. Secondly, recycling also saves energy. 

Thirdly, recycling helps reducing global warming and reduce pollution. Finally, 

recycling helps saving money. Recycled articles cost less than new ones. In 

conclusion, using recycled product is environmentally-friendly and money-saving. 

Therefore, we should put plastic bottles in recycling bins and buy recycled 

products. 

Question 1: Recycling has a lot of benefits. 

A. True 

B. False 

Question 2: The first reason is recycling preserves the environment. 

A. True 

B. False 

Question 3: Recycling wastes energy. 

A. True 

B. False 
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Question 4: Recycling pollutes the environment. 

A. True 

B. False 

Question 5: Recycling is both environmentally-friendly and money-saving. 

A. True 

B. False 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D to complete the passage below 

Air pollution is one of _________ (6) problems of the current time all over the 

world. There ___________ (7) a lot of reasons for this pollution. First of all, the 

release of air pollutants such as smog and solid materials cause air pollution and 

health issues ___________ (8) human. ___________ (9) dirty wastes in big cities 

are polluting the whole atmospheric air. Thirdly, motor vehicles are releasing 

polluted gases contributing to the air pollution. Finally, some natural ________ 

(10) like dust, soil particles, and natural gases are also the source of air pollution. 

Question 6: 

A. serious 

B. more serious 

C. the most serious 

D. serious than 

Question 7: 

A. are 

B. is 

C. being 

D. be 

Question 8: 

A. in 

B. of 

C. to 
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D. with 

Question 9: 

A. Thirdly 

B. Secondly 

C. Fourthly 

D. fifthly 

Question 10: 

A. pollutes 

B. pollutions 

C. pollutants 

D. polluting 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D to answer these following questions 

Glass is a wonderful substance. It can be recycled over and over again. The good 

thing about glass recycling is that the glass retains its quality. Imagine how many 

bottles of soda, juice and glass jars are used daily. If we simply throw them away, 

the environment will suffer greatly. There are many advantages of glass recycling. 

The first thing is that glass recycling reduces industrial pollution. Reducing 

industrial pollution benefits not only the environment but also the entire 

ecosystem. Another benefit is the recycling of glass conserves natural resources. 

Recycling glass saves on the need to obtain more materials to make new glass; 

therefore, they save existing natural resources. 

Question 11: Can glass be recycled many times? 

A. Yes, it can 

B. Yes, it will 

C. No, it can’t 

D. No, it won’t 

Question 12: What is the good point of glass recycling? 

A. The glass retains its quality 

B. The glass breaks 
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C. The glass disappears 

D. The glass reduced its quality 

Question 13: What are the advantages of glass recycling? 

A. It reduces industrial pollution 

B. It conserves natural resources 

C. It is convenient 

D. Both A&B 

Question 14: What do reducing industrial pollution benefit? 

A. both the environment and ecosystem 

B. either the environment or ecosystem 

C. neither the environment nor ecosystem 

D. whether the environment or ecosystem 

Question 15: Why does recycling glass save existing natural resources? 

A. Because it saves materials. 

B. Because it saves new glass. 

C. Because it saves environment. 

D. Because it saves recycling glass. 

►► ĐÁP ÁN: 

1.A 2.A 3.B 4.B 5.A 6.C 7.A 8.C 9.B 10.C 11.A 12.A 13.D 14.A 15.A 

1.4. Bài tập trắc nghiệm Unit 11: Writing 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D to complete the sentences with given words 

Question 1: If/ you/ see/ used bottle/ road, what/ you/ do? 

A. If you see an used bottle in the road, what will you do? 

B. If you see an used bottle in the road, what do you do? 

C. If you see a used bottle in the road, what will you do? 

D. If you see a used bottle in the road, what do you do? 
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Question 2: Why/ not/ we/ sing/ English song? 

A. Why not we sing an English song? 

B. Why not we sing a English song? 

C. Why don't we sing a English song? 

D. Why don't we sing an English song? 

Question 3: We/ should/ spend/ money/ recycling. 

A. We should spend money at recycling. 

B. We should spend money in recycling. 

C. We should spend money on recycling. 

D. We should spend money of recycling. 

Question 4: No/ house/ street/ older/ this one. 

A. No house on the street is older than this house. 

B. No house on the street is the older this house. 

C. No house in the street is older than this house. 

D. No house in the street is the older this house. 

Question 5: How/ much/ meat/ you/ want? 

A. How much meat does you want? 

B. How much meat are you want? 

C. How much meat do you want? 

D. How much meat will you want? 

Rearrange the sentences to make meaningful sentences 

Question 6: area/ has become/ my/ great/ in/ pollution/ Water/ problem/ a. 

A. Water in my area pollution has become a great problem. 

B. Water problem has become a great pollution in my area. 

C. Water pollution in my area has become a great problem. 

D. Water pollution has become a great problem in my area. 
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Question 7: throw/ environment/ If/ pollute/ will/ you/ it/ the/ the rubbish. 

A. If it throw the rubbish, you will pollute the environment. 

B. If you will throw the rubbish, it pollute the environment. 

C. If you throw the rubbish, it will pollute the environment. 

D. If it pollute the environment, you will throw rubbish. 

Question 8: seven/ fifteen/ He/ to/ goes/ at/ work. 

A. He at seven fifteen goes to work. 

B. He goes to work at seven fifteen. 

C. He goes to seven fifteen at work. 

D. He goes at work to seven fifteen. 

Question 9: soil/ I/ do/ on/ pollution/ will/ a/ survey. 

A. I will do a survey on soil pollution. 

B. I will do soil pollution on a survey. 

C. I will survey a do on soil pollution. 

D. I will do a soil pollution survey on. 

Question 10: effects/ causes/ noise/ What/ of/ the/ are/ pollution? 

A. What the causes and effects of noise pollution are? 

B. What are the noise pollution of causes and effects? 

C. What the noise pollution of causes and effects are? 

D. What are the causes and effects of noise pollution? 

Rewrite sentences without changing the meaning 

Question 11: We can use this bottle once again. 

A. We can reduce this bottle. 

B. We can reuse this bottle. 

C. We can refill this bottle. 

D. We can recycle this bottle. 
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Question 12: This recycling bin belongs to them. 

A. This recycling bin is them. 

B. This recycling bin is their. 

C. This recycling bin is theirs. 

D. This recycling bin is they’s. 

Question 13: My house is behind the hotel. 

A. The hotel is in front of my house. 

B. The hotel is between my house. 

C. My house is opposite the hotel. 

D. My house is next to the hotel. 

Question 14: Shall we raise fund for the charity this weekend? 

A. Don’t raise fund for the charity this weekend. 

B. Please raise fund for the charity this weekend. 

C. Let’s raise fund for the charity this weekend. 

D. Why raise fund for the charity this weekend. 

Question 15: What is your father’s job? 

A. What does your father do? 

B. What is job your father do? 

C. What does your father do job? 

D. What do your father do? 

►► ĐÁP ÁN: 

1.C 2.D 3.C 4.A 5.C 6.D 7.C 8.D 9.A 10.D 11.B 12.C 13.A 14.C 15.A 
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